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Abstract 

Starlike bodies are interesting in nonlinear analysis because they are strongly related to 
polynomials and smooth bump functions, and their topological and geometrical properties are 
therefore worth studying, In this note we consider the question as to what extent the known results 
on topological classification of convex bodies can be generalized for the class of starlike bodies, and 
we obtain two main results in this line, one which follows the traditional Bessaga-Klee scheme for 
the classification ofconvex bodies (and which in this new setting happens to be valid only for starlike 
bodies whose characteristic eones are convex), and another one which uses a new classification 
scheme in terms of the homotopy type of the boundaries of the starlike bodies (and which holds 
in full generality provided the Banach space is infinite-dimensional). 
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A c10sed subset A of a Banach space X is said to be a starlike body if there exists a 
point xo in the interior of A such that every ray emanating from xo meets a A, the boundary 
of A, at most once. Up to a suitable translation, we can always assume (and we will do so) 
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that Xo = ° is the origin of X. For a starlike body A, we define the characteristic cone of A 
as 

eeA={x EXI rx EA fora11r >0), 

and the Mirikowski functional of A as 

!LA(X)=inf{bol ~x EA} 

for a11 x EX. It is easily seen that for every starlike body A its Mirikowski functional 
{LA is a continuous [unction which satisfies {LA (rx) = rf.-LA (x) for every r ) O and x E X, 
and !L;;1(0) = ceA. Moreover, A = {x E XI !LA(X) ~ 1), and DA = {x E X I !LA (X) = 1). 
Conversely, if o/: X -+ [O, (0) is continuous and satisfies o/(h) = Ao/(X) for a11 A;? 0, 
then A" = {x E X I o/ (x) ~ 1) is a starlike body. More genera11y, for a continuous function 
o/: X -+ [0,(0) such that o/x (A) = o/(h), A > 0, is increasing and sup{ o/x (A): A > O) > e 
for every x E X \ 0/-1 (O), the set 0/-1 ([O, el) is a starlike body whose characteristic cone 
is 0/-1 (O). 

A familiar important class of starlike boches are convex bodies, that is, starlike bodies 
that are convexo For a convex body U, ccU is always a convex set, but in general the 
characteristic cone of a starlike body is not convexo 

We wi11 say that A is a CP smooth starlike body provided its Minkowski functional 
!LA is CP smooth on the set X \ ceA = X \ !L;;1(0). A starlike body A is said to 
be Lipschitz provided its Mirikowski functional !LA is a Lipschitz function. Fina11y, 
two (smooth) starlike bodies A, B in a Banach space X are relatively homeomorphic 
(relatively diffeomorphic) whenever there is a self-homeomorphism (diffeomorphism) 
g : X -+ X so that g(A) = B. llis elear that "being relatively homeomorphic" (respectively 
diffeomorphic) endows the set of starlike bodies of a Banach space with an equivalence 
relationship. 

Starlike bodies often appear in nonlinear functional analysis as natural substitutes of 
convex bodies or in connection with bump functions and with polynornials; more precisely, 
for every n-homogeneouspolynomial P:X -+ IR: the set {x E X I P(x) ~ e), e> 0, is 
either a (real-analytic) starlike body or its complement is the interior of such a body (see 
[4]). It is therefore reasonable to ask to what extent the geometrical properties of convex 
bodies are shared with the more general elass of starlike bodies. In [4] the question of 
whether James' theorern on the characterization of reflexivity (one of the deepest classical 
results of functional analysis) is tfUe for starlike bodies was answered in the negative. In [3] 
it was shown that the boundary of a smooth Lipschitz bounded starlike body in an infinite
dimensional Banach space is smoothly Lipschitz contractible; furthermore, the boundary 
is a smooth Lipschitz retract ofthe body. Here, we deal with the question as to what extent 
the known results on the topological classification of convex bodies can be generalized for 
the elass of starlike bodies. 

It was Klee [18] that first gave a topological elassification of the convex bodies of 
a Hilbert space. Ihis result was generalized for every Banach space with the help of 
Bessaga's non-complete norm technique (see the book by Bessaga and Pelczynski [8], 
Chapters III and V). Io get a beller insight in the history ofthe topological elassification of 
convex bodies the reader should have a look at the papers by Stocker [22], Corson and 
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Klee [10], Bessaga and Klee [6,7], and Dobrawolski [13]. Ihese results have reeently 
been sharpened to get a full classifieation of the CP smooth eonvex bodies of every 
Banaeh spaee [5]. In its most general fonn the result on a classifieation of (smooth) eonvex 
bodies reads as follows (see [5]); here, as in the whole paper, p = O, 1,2, ... ,00, and "Co 
diffeomorphie" means just "homeomorphie". 

Theorem 1. Let U be a C P convex body in a Eanach space X. 

(a) If ccU is a linear subspace offinite codimension (say X = ccU E!l Z, with Z finite
dimensionaD, then U is CP relatively diffeomorphic to ccU + Ez, where Ez is an 
Euclidean ball in Z. 

(b) If ccU is nota linear subspace or ccU is a linear subspace such that fhe quotientspace 
XI ccU is infinite-dimensiona4 fhen U is CP relatively diffeomorphic to a closed half 
space (thatis, {x E XI x*(x);? O),for some x* E X*). 

Our aim in this paper is to discuss to what extent this result can be generalized for 
(smooth) starlike bodies. Ihe following example shows that par! (b) of Iheorem 1 is not 
true for starlike bodies whose characteristic eones are not convex sets. 

Example 2. Let A = {(x, y) E JR:2: Ixyl ~ 1). It is plain that A is a starlike body in the 
plane JR:2, and its eharaeteristie eone is the pair of lines defined by the equation xy = O. 
Ihen A eannot be relatively diffeomorphie (not even relatively homeomorphie) to a half
plane ofJR:2. Indeed, DAis not eonneeted, while the boundary of a closed half-plane (that is 
to say, a hne) is always connected. Similar examples show that for every n E N there exists 
a starlike body An in the plane JR:2 sueh that DAn has exaetly n eonneeted eomponents. 
Hence An is not relatively horneornorphic to Am whenever n f:- m. 

However, it seems natural to think that every two (smooth) starlike bodies with the same 
eharaeteristie eone should be diffeomorphie. Ihis is indeed tfUe and it is a faet tha!, though 
elementary, will help us to unravel the tangle of starlike bodies and get a first generalization 
of Iheorem l. Let us state and prave this fael. 

Proposition 3. Let X be a Eanach space, and let Al, A2 be CP smooth starlike bodies such 
fhat CCAl = CCA2. Then fhere exists a CP diffeomorphism g: X -+ X such that g(Al) = 

A2, g(DAl) = DA2, and g(O) = O. Moreover, g(x) = ~(x)x, where ~: X -+ [0,00), and 
hence g preserves the rays emanatingfrom the origin. 

Proof. First of alllet us see thatthe statement is tfUe ifwe make the additional assumption 
that Al e; A2. So, let us suppose that A and E are starlike bodies sueh that the origin is 
an interior point ofboth A and E, ceA = ceE, and A e; E (so that I"B(X) ~ I"A(X) for 
every x, where I"A and I"B are the Minkowski funetionals of A and E, respeetively), and 
see that there exists a CP diffeomorphism g: X -+ X sueh that g(A) = E, g(O) = O, and 
g(DA) = DE. 
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Let A(t) be a non-decreasing real function of elass COO defined for t > O, such lhat 
A(t) = O for t ~ 1/2 andA(t) = 1 for t;? 1. Let 

g(x) = [A(ILA(X»)ILA(X) + l-A(ILA(X»)]x 
!LB (x) 

for x ~ ceA, and g(x) = x whenever ILB (x) = O. It is elear that g is a CP smoothmapping. 
Let y ~ ceA be an arbitrary vector of X and put 

Gy(t) = [A(tILA(y»)ILA(Y) + l-A(tILA(Y»)]t 
ILB (y) 

for t > O. Note lhat G y (t) is strictly increasing and satisfies limt~o+ G y (t) = O, and 
limt~ooGy(t) = oo. Ihis implies lhat for every y E X \ ceA a number t(y) > O such 
lhat Gy(t(y» = 1 is uniquely determined, which means lhat gis a one-to-one mapping 
from X \ ceA onto X \ ceA, with g-' (y) = t (y)y. llis also elear lhat g fixes a11 the points 
in ceA, so that gis a bijection from X onto X. Let us define 1>: (X \ ceA) x (0,00) -+ IR: 
by 

1>(y,t) = [A(tILA(y»)ILA(Y) + l-A(tILA(Y»)]t. 
!LB (y) 

Iaking into account lhat IL B (x) ~ IL A (x) and A is non-decreasing, one can easily check 
lhat aa~ (y, t);? 1> o. Ihen, using the implicit function theorem we obtain lhat y -+ t(y) 

is a CP smooth function on X \ ceA, and therefore so is g-'. On lhe olher hand, from the 
definition above it is elear that lhe map g restricts to the identity on a neighbourhood of the 
cone ceA, and hence both g and g-' are CP smooth on the whole of X. Ihus, g is a CP 
diffeomorphism from X onto X, and it is obvious that g transforms the body A = {x E X I 

ILA(X) ~ 1) onto E = {x E XI !LB (x) ~ 1), and its boundary DA = {x E XI ILA(X) = 1) 
onto DE = {x E XI ILB(X) = 1). 

Now let us consider lhe general case. Let A = {x E X I IL Al (x) + IL A2 (x) ~ 1), which 
is a CP smooth starlike body satisfying ceA = ccAj and A e; Aj, for j = 1,2. From the 
first par! ofthe proofwe know that there exist self-diffeomorphisms of X, g, and g2, such 
lhat g j (A) = Aj and gj(DA) = DAj, j = 1,2. Ihen, ifwe put g = g2 o g,', we get a 
self-diffeomorphism of X transforming A, onto A2 and DA, onto DA2. D 

As said above, one carmot dream of extending par! (b) of Iheorem 1 to the elass of 
general starlike bodies. Ihe complexity ofthe characteristic cones of (unbounded) starlike 
boches really rnakes a difference that [orces liS to devise a new classification scherne 
suitable for a11 starlike bodies, whatever their characteristic eones may be. If one wants 
to stick to the Bessaga-Klee classification scherne then the best result one can airn at is 
lhat Iheorem 1 sti11 holds for the elass of starlike bodies whose characteristic cones are 
convex sets. 

We wi11 next state and prove such a result, but first we wi11 need to establish the 
fo11owing proposition, which might be of independent interest (beyond the elassification 
problem) in the theory of smoothness in Banach spaces, and which te11s us that every 
proper closed convex cone e in a separable Banach space can regarded both as the 
characteristic cone of sorne Cco srnooth convex body and as the set of zeros of a Cco 
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srnooth convex [unction. We say that a nonempty subset e of a Banach space X is a 
cone (respective1y, a cone over a set K e S, where S is the unit sphere of X) provided 
[O, 00) C = C (respective1y, C = [O, 00 )K). The cone C is proper if C # X. 

Proposition 4. For every closed convex set e in a separable Banach space X there exists 
a CM smooth convexfunction 1: X -+ [0,00) so that 1-1 (O) = C. Moreover, when C is 
a cone, U = 1-1 ([0,1]) is a CM smooth convex body in X so that ccU = C. 

Proof. We may obvious1y assume that 0 # C # X. It is we11 known lha~ as a consequence 
of the Hahn-Banach theorern, every such closed convex set e is the intersection of the 
ha1f-spaces of X which contain C, that is, 

where the H: can be assumed to be of the form H: = {x E X: x;*(x) ~ Ci:) for sorne 
x;* E X* with Ilx;*11 = 1, and Ci: E R Then we have lhat X \ C = U:EI (X \ H:), and since 
lhe comp1ements X \ H: are open and X \ C is a Linde1óf space, there exists a countab1e 
subcovering 

00 

X \ C = U (X \ Hn ), 

n=l 

wherelhe Hn = {x E X: x~(x) ~ Cin ) form a subsequenceoflhe family (H:):EI. Therefore, 
we can write e as a countable intersection of closed half-spaces, 

00 

C = n {x E X x; (x) ~ Cin }. (1) 
n=l 

Now, 1et e : IR: -+ [0,00) be a CM smooth convex function so that e(t) = O for t ~ O, and 
e(t) > O whenever t > O; we can even demand that e(t) be an affine function of slope 1 
for t ;? 1, say e(t) = t + b for t ;? 1, where -1 < b < o. It is easy to construct such a 
[unction e by integrating twice a suitable C::O srnooth nonnegative [unction whose support 
is precise1y the interva1 [O, 1]. Define then en : IR: -+ [O, 00) by 

en (t) = e(t - Cin); 

clearly en is a Cco srnooth convex function so that en vanishes precisely on the interval 
(-00, Cin], anden restricts to anaffine functionon [Cin + 1,00), name1y en(t) = t - Cin + b 
for t ) CLn + l. 

Let us define our function I : X -+ [O, 00) by 

~ en(x~(x)) 
I(x) = L (l + ICinl)2n 

n=l 

for a11 x E X. It is elear lhat I is a convex function. Let us see lhat I is we11 defined and 
CM smoolh. We can write I as a function series, I (x) = L~l In (x), where 

en (x; (x )) 
In (x) = (l + ICinl)2n· 
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In order to see that f is Cco srnooth it is enough to check that the series of derivatives 
I.:~1 fn(j) (x) converges unifonn1y on eaeh ba11 E(O, R), with R> 1, for a11 j = 

O, 1,2, .... Sinee the derivatives of the funetion e are a11 bounded and en is a mere 
trans1ation of e, there are eonstants Mj > O so that Ile~j)lleo = Ile(j)lleo = Mj for a11 
j = 1,2, ... , while for j = O we have 

O O;; en (t) = e(t - "n) O;; max{ e(1), t - "n + b} 

for a11 tER By using these bounds, and bearing in mind that Ilx~ 11 = 1, we can estimate, 
for Ilx 11 O;; R, 

11, (x)1 = I en(x~(x» 1<. e(1) + R + I"nl + Ibl := 8(0) 
n (1 + l"nl)2n ~ (1 + l"nl)2n n ' 

and sinee I.:~1 8~O) < 00, it fo11ows that I.:~1 fn (x) converges unifonn1y on the ba11 

E(O, R). For j ;? 1 it is easily seen that the j-linear map fn(j) (x) E L; (X; l2) is given by 

e(j)( *(» ~ 
¡,(j)(x) = n X n X x*@ ... @x*. 

n (1 + l"nl)2n n n 

Then, by taking into aeeount that Ilx~ @ ... @ x~ 11 O;; 1 = Ilx~ 11, and Ile~j) Ileo = Mj, we get 
that 

11 
,(j)(x) 11 <. MjR '-8(j) 
Jn ~ (1 + l"nl)2n .- n 

whenever Ilx 11 O;; R and, sinee I.:~1 8~j) < 00, this ensures that I.:~1 fn(j) converges 
unifonn1y on bounded sets, for a11 j EN. Therefore, f is of elass eco. 

The faet that f-1 (O) = e fo11ows immediate1y from equality (1) above and from the 
definitions of the funetions en and f. 

On the other hand, every convex differentiable nonnegative function which vanishes 
precisely on a set e cannot have a zero derivative outside C; therefore OUT function f 
satisfies f' (x) # O for a11 x E X \ e. 

Finally, when e is a cone, by bearing in rnind the special construction of OUT function 
f it is not diffieu1t to see that U = f-1 ([0,1]) is a eeo smooth eonvex body in X so that 
ccU = C. Indeed, if e is a cone, we may assurne thatthe ai are all positive numbers. Then, 
for eaeh x E X \ e there exists sorne n sueh that x~(x) > "n. Now, by 1etting t go to 00 
we can rnake x~ (tx) increase to 00, which, by the choice of the [unction en, rneans that 
en (x~(tx »/ (1 + I"n 1)2n, the nth term ofthe series defining f(tx), gets as 1arge as we wish, 
sothattheraydetenninedby x eannotbe in the body U = f-1[0, 1]), thatis, x E X\ccU. 
Ihis shows that ccU <; C; the other inclusion is obvious. D 

Now we have arrived at the following generalization of Theorern l. 

Theorem 5. Le! A be a ep s!arlike body in a separable Eanach space X. Assume tha! ceA 
is a convex subset oi x. 
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(a) If ccA is a linear subspace offinite codimension (say X = ccA EB Z, with Z finite
dimensionaD, then A is CP relatively diffeomorphic to ccA + Ez, where Ez is an 
Euclidean ball in Z. 

(b) If ccA is either not a linear subspace or else ccA is a linear subspace such that the 
quotient space X/ccA is infinite-dimensional, then A is CP relatively diffeomorphic 
to a closed half-space. 

Moreover, in the case p = O this is tme ¡or all Banach spaces X. 

Proof. Io obtain (a) it is enough to apply Proposition 3 for Al = A and A2 = ccA + Ez. 
Io obtain (b), write C = ccA, whieh is a closed eonvex eone of X. By Proposition 4 

there exists a CM smooth eonvex body U so that ccU = C = ccA. Ihen, by Proposition 3 
the starlike bodies U and A are CP relatively difeomorphie. On the other hand, by the 
assumption, ccU = e is either not a linear subspace or else is a linear subspace such that 
dim (X/ C) = oo. Now, part (b) of Iheorem 1 tells us that U is CP relatively diffeomorphie 
to a closed half-spaee, and henee so is A. 

Finally, in the case p = 0, it is easy to see that, for every closed eonvex eone C e X, the 
set U = C + E, where E is the unit ball of X, is a closed eonvex body so that C = ccU. 
Henee, the aboye argument applies. D 

In particular, for an infinite-dimensional separable Banaeh spaee X, the boundary of 
every smooth bounded starlike body A e X is CP diffeomorphie to a hyperplane. We now 
apply the aboye result to get smooth negligibility of starlike bodies. 

Corollary 6. Let X be a separable Eanach space, and let A be a CP smooth starlike body 
such that its characteristic cane is a linear subspace oi infinite codimension in X. Then 
there exists a CP diffeomorphismfrom X onto X \ A. 

Proof. Aeeording to Iheorem 5, there exists a CP self-diffeomorphism of X mapping A 
onto a closedhalf-spaee. Iherefore X \ A is CP diffeomorphie to an openhalf-spaee. Sinee 
an open half-spaee is obviously CM diffeomorphie to the whole spaee, we may eonclude 
that X \ A and X are CP diffeomorphie. D 

As said aboye, examples like 2 show that the classifieation seheme used in Iheorem 5 
is useless when one wants to cover such cases as those of starlike bodies with nonconvex 
characteristic eones. Let liS have a closer look at those examples. In the case ofthe bodies 
An whose construction is hinted in Example 2, and whose boundary has n connected 
eomponents, one eould wonder whether every starlike body in IRk whose boundary has 
exactly n connected components rnust be relatively horneornorphic to Ano 

More generally, it is natural to ask whether for every eouple of starlike bodies A and E 
in a Banaeh spaee X with homeomorphie boundaries DA and DE it happens that A and E 
are relatively horneornorphic. 

Surprisingly enough, the answers to these questions are aH negative in the finite
dimensional setting, as we will show later on (see Examples 16, 17 and 18 below). 
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However, in infinite dimensions things turn out less eomplieated, topologiea11y 
speaking. The following theorern answers the aboye question in the affinnative, providing 
a fu11 elassifieation of starlike bodies in tenns of the homotopy type oftheir boundaries in 
infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. 

Theorem 7, Let X be an infinite-dimensionalEanach space and let A, E be starlike bodies 
in X, with boundaries DA and DE. The following statements are equivalent: 

(1) D A has the same homotopy type as DE; 
(2) DA and D E are homeomorphic; 
(3) A and E are relatively homeomorphic. 

Proof. Clearly, (3) '* (2) '* (1). In order to show that (1) '* (3), we sha11 make use of 
the theory of Z-sets in infinite-dimensional topology (see [8], for instanee). Io begin with, 
notiee that a starlike body is an infinite-dimensional manifold, whieh is a spaee 10ea11y 
homeomorphie to a fixed infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaee, and is eontraetible. In faet, 
topologiea11y, it is just the Hilbert spaee, sinee every two homotopiea11y equivalent infinite
dimensional Hilbert manifolds are topologiea11y equivalent (see [8, p. 316]). Ihe boundary 
DA of a starlike body A is always a Z-set in the body, sinee it is elosed and it fulfi11s the 
standard definition. Reea11 that a elosed subset e e A is said to be a Z-set in A provided 
every continuous [unction f : In --+ A (where In is the unit cube in ]Rn) can be unifonnly 
approximated by eontinuous funetions gk: ¡n -+ A so that gk(In) e; A \ e, that is, the 
images ofthe approxirnations gk avoid the set C. 

Given a starlike body A in X and a continuous [unction f : In --+ A, the composition 
with a radial push provides a required approxirnation whose irnage avoids the boundary 
e = DA. Indeed, the sequenee offunetions!k defined by 

!k(x) = (1 -Df(X) 

converges to f in the spaee e (In, A) with the sup norm and, sinee f (X) E A (that is, 
I"A(f(X» ~ 1) for a11 x E In, and 

I"A(!k(X») = (1- DI"A(J(X») ~ (1- D < 1, 

it is elear that !k (In) e; A \ DA. Henee DAis a Z-set in A. 
A similar argument (taking !k(x) = (1 + 1/ k)f(x) instead), shows that DA is a Z-set 

in X \ int(A) (whieh is also an infinite-dimensional manifold). 
So, given two starlike bodies A and E in X, we know that DA is a Z-set in both A 

and X \ int(A), and DE is a Z-set in E and in X \ int(E). Now, we can make use ofthe 
so-ea11ed Z-set extension homeomorphism theorem [2], whieh te11s us that a homeomor
phism between two Z-sets can be extended to a homeomorphism between the infinite
dimensional rnanifolds with respect to which those sets are Z-sets. 

Sinee DA and DE are homotopiea11y equivalen!, the above mentioned result that every 
two sueh infinite-dimensional manifolds are topologiea11y equivalent te11s us that DA and 
DE are, in fae!, homeomorphie. Let f: DA -+ DE be a homeomorphism. Ihen, taking 
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inlo aeeounl lhal aA and aE are Z-sets in A and E, respeetively, the Z-sel extension 
homeomorphism theorem le11s us lhal there exisls a homeomorphism F: A -+ E so lhal F 
reslriels lo I on a A. On the olher hand, sinee a A and a E are also Z-sels in X \ inl(A) and 
X \ int(B) respectively, using again the extension theorern, there exists a horneornorphisrn 
G: X \ inl(A) -+ X \ inl(E) so thal G also restriets lo I on aA. Iherefore, 

H(x) = {F(X) ifxEA, 
G(x) ifx EX\A 

is a self-homeomorphism of X so thal H (A) = E (and I reslriels lo I on aA). D 

In lhe case of lhe Hilbert spaee we can improve Iheorem 7 by extending il lo the CM 
srnooth category. 

Theorem 8. Let A, E be CM smoofh starlike bodies in fhe separable HiTbert space, wifh 
boundaries a A and a E. The lollowing statements are equivalent: 

(1) a A has fhe same homotopy type as a E; 
(2) a A and a E are homeomorphic; 
(3) A and E are CM relatively di./feomorphic. 

Proof. By Iheorem 7 we already know lhal (1) and (2) are equivalenl and, furthermore, 
thal either of these statements implies lhal lhe bodies A and E are relatively homeomor
phie. We only need lo show lhal in this case A and E are in fael CM relalively diffeomor
phie. 

Io this end, lel us firsl observe lhal lhe bodies A and E and lheir boundaries a A and a E 
are paralelizable manifolds, thal is, lheir langenl spaee, whieh is always our Hilbert spaee 
12, has a contractible general linear group. In what follows, whenever M is a boundary or a 
finite union ofboundaries of starlike bodies, lhe symbol T M stands for lhe langenl bundle. 
Sinee a11 oflhose manifolds are paralelizable, T Mis always lrivial. 

Now we are in a posilion lo apply a resull ofElworthy's whiehreads as fo11ows (see [15, 
Iheorem 24]). 

Suppose M and X are paralelizable CM manifolds mode11ed on lhe Hilbert spaee, and 
lo, f¡ : M -+ X are closed CM embeddings. Assume lhal 

(1) lo and f¡ are homolopie, and 
(2) lo and f¡ are tangentia11y homolopie. 

Ihen there exists a CM isolopy <P : IR: x X -+ IR: x X so lhal <P (1, lo (x» = 11 (x) and 
<P(O,x) = x. 

Ihis resull wi11 give us whal we want Indeed, eonsider M = aA U a (~A), where ~A = 

{x E X: ILA(X) ~ 1/2), X = l2, lel lo be the idenlily on M and lel f¡: aA U a(~A)-+ 
aE U a(~E) be a diffeomorphism sending aA onlo aE, and a(~A) onlo a(~E) Ihe 
exislenee of f¡ is guaranleed by lhe fael lhal the boundaries of lhose starlike bodies are a11 
homolopiea11y equivalenl, and from lhe classie resull lhal lwo homolopie Hilbert manifolds 
are always CM diffeomorphie [9,14,20]. 
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Obviously, (1) is satisfied for such fo and f¡. SO, if we only check (2), then <1>1 wi11 
be a CM self-diffeomorphism of l2 such that <1>1 o fo = f¡. Since fo is the identity, we 
have <1>1 (x) = f1 (x) for every x E M, and therefore <1>1 takes aA onto aE, and a(~A) onto 

a(~E). Ihis in turn implies that <1>1 takes the starlike body A onto E and hence A and 
E are CM relatively diffeomorphic. Indeed, if one point of A is sent to a point outside E 

then the whole interior of A is sent outside B: suppose that, for sorne points x, y E A, x 
is sent outside B and y is sent inside B; since the interior of A is path connected there is 
an are joining x and y in the interior of A, and this are rnust be sent by <PI to another are 
in X which connects the points <1>1 (x) E X \ E and <1>1 (y) E E; such are must intersectthe 
boundary of E, but this is impossible because if it did a point in the interior of A would be 
sent into the boundary of E and therefore 101 would not be injective. Since there are many 
points inside A which are sent inside E (for instance, any of the points of a (~A)), we can 
be certain that <1>1 takes A onto E. 

So, in order to conclude the proof we OIuy need to check (2). Let f: [O, 1] x M -+ 

X be the homotopy joining fo and f¡. Ihe condition (2) ca11s to find a bundle map 
",:[0,1] x TM -+ f*(TX) which is a homotopy between Tfo and Tf¡; here the Tf: 

are the induced maps on the tangent bundles. In our case, these bundle s are a11 trivial. 
Moreover, T fo is just the identity, and T f1 is a closed embedding onto E x l2. So such '" 
does exist. D 

The starlike bodies of a Banach space X are, in sorne sense, in one-to-one correspon
dence with the closed subsets K (respectively the open subsets U) of the unit sphere S 
of X. Let A be a starlike body in X. Let r : X \ {O) -+ S be the radial retraction. Clearly, 
SeA) = r(ccA \ {O)) is a closed subset of S such that ceA = [O, oo)S(A), the cone over 
SeA), while r(aA) = S \ SeA) is an open subset of S. As it is easily seen below, a closed 
subset K of S gives rise to a starlike body whose characteristic cone is the cone over K. 

Proposition 9. Let K be a closed subset 01 S, there exists a starlike body A = AK such 
that SeA) = K. IfX is separable and CP smooth, then we may require that the body A is 
CP smooth as well. 

Proof. Iake any continuous function fi. : S -+ [O, 1] with fi. -1 (O) = K. Define o/ (x) = 

Ilx 11fi.(x / Ilx 11) for x # O and 0/(0) = O We see that o/ X -+ [0,00) is a positively 
homogeneous continuous function with 0/-1 (O) = [0,00 )K. It is enough to set A = 

0/-1 ([0,1]). In the smooth case, if X is CP smooth, there exists a bounded CP smooth 
starlike body whose characteristic cone is {O). Let ¡.t. stand for the Minkowski functional 
of this body. Using the fact that X admits CP smooth partitions of unity, one can find 
a continuous function fi.: X -+ [O, 1] which is CP smooth off fi. -1 (O) = [O, oo)K. Define 
o/ex) = ¡.t.(x )fi.(x / ¡.t.(x» for x # O and 0/(0) = O Clearly, o/ X -+ [0,00) is a positively 
homogeneous continuous function which is C P smooth off o/ -1 (O) = [O, 00) K. Set A = 
0/-1 ([0,1]). D 

Remark 10. Ihe smooth assertion holds tfUe if one replaces the separability assumption 
by the existence of CP smooth partitions ofunity. 
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In the proof of Proposition 9, instead of using the functionall", we could have used 
a weak Hilbertian nOnTI úJ on the separable space X, that is, a continuous nOnTI of 
the fonn úJ(x) = IIT(x)11 that is detennined by an injective continuous linear operator 
T: X -+ lo. In such a case, úJ is real-analytic off úJ- 1 (O). If K is a compact subset of S, 

then Ko = ([0,00 )K) n Sw, where Sw is the unit úJ-sphere, is also compact Hence, T (Ko) 
is compact in l2 and, by [12], there exists a continuous function A: Sw -+ [O, 1] that is real
analytic off A -1 (O) = Ko. Letting o/(x) = úJ(x )A(X / úJ(x» for x # O and 0/(0) = O, the set 
A = 0/-1 ([O, 1]) is a real-analytic starlike body with ceA = [0,00 )K. As a consequence, 
we have: 

Remark 11. In a separable Banach space, for every starlike body A with a locally compact 
characteristic cone ceA, there exists a real-analytic starlike body Aa with ccAo = ceA. 

We do not know whether this last statement holds for an arbitrary starlike body A. 
However, if ceA is weakly closed, then we can find a weak Hilbertian nOnTI úJ so that 
ceA is úJ-closed. We can then construct a continuous [unction A : Sw --+ [O, 1] that is Cco 

off A -1 (O) = ceA n Sw. Since the characteristic cone of a weakly closed starlike body is 
weakly closed, we have the following: 

Remark 12. For a starlike body A in a separable Banach space, which is closed in the 
weak topology, there exists a cm starlike body Ao with ceA = ccAo. 

According to Lemma 3, for a fixed closed set K e S, all (smooth) starlike bodies ofthe 
fonn AK are relatively (diffeormorphic)homeomorphic. In the infinite-dimensional setting 
we also have: 

Corollary 13. For two closed seis Kl, K2 e S in an infinite-dimensional Banach 
space X, fhe starlike bodies AKl and AKz are relatively homeomorphic if and only if 
fhe complements S \ Kl and S \ K2 have the same homotopy type. 

Proof. This is a consequence ofTheorern 7 because the boundary of AK¡ is horneornorphic 
to S \ K;, i = 1,2. D 

We do not know what necessary and sufficient conditions for K¡, i = 1,2, one has to 
impose in order their complements in S have the same homotopy type. If K is a Z-set in 
S (e.g., K is compact), then the complement of K is homeomorphic to S; hence, in such 
a case AK is relatively homeomorphic to the unit ball. If Kl is a one-point set and K2 is 
a small closed ball intersected with S, then Kl is a Z-set, while K2 is not a Z-set, but 
the complements of Kl and K2 have the same homotopy type (they are contractible), and 
therefore AK, and AKz are relatively homeomorphic (with the unit ball). The following 
example shows that the contractibility of Kl and K2 does not suffice to obtain the same 
homotopy type oftheir complements. 

Example 14. Let Kl e S be a one point set and K2 = S n Xo, where Xo is a codimension 
1 vector subspace of X. Then, Kl and K2 are contractible, but the complement of K2 is 
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disconnected, while the complement of K, is contractible (even homeomorphic to X). We 
see that AK¡ is relatively homeomorphic to the unit ball in X, while CCAKz = Xo and, 
consequently, AKz is relatively homeomorphic to Xo x [-1, 1], which, in turn, (having 
disconnected boundary in Xo x JR:) is not homomorphic to the unit ball in X. 

Since, for a Za-set Z (that is, Z is a countable union of Z-sets) in S, the spaces S \ Z 
and S are homeomorphic, one can hope that if K, and K2 have the same homotopy type 
modulo Za-se~ then the complements of K;, i = 1,2, have the same homotopytype. (Two 
closed sets P" P2 are meant to have the same homotopy type modulo Za-set ifthere are 
closed sets P: e P;, i = 1,2, such that P:, i = 1,2, have the same homotopy type and 
both P, \ P{ and P2 \ P~ are Za-sets.) This, however, is not the case because the sets K, 
and K2 ofExample 14 have the same homotopytype modulo Za-sel 

The finite-dimensional case 

Below we provide several examples showing that Corollary 13 and Theorem 7 cannot 
be extended in any reasonable way for a finite-dimensional space X. 

Example 15. Let S = S' and B be the unit sphere and the unit ball in X = JR:2, respectively. 
Consider two compacta K¡ and K2 in S; K¡ is a copy of an infinite convergent sequence 
space and K2 is a copy of the Cantor sel Then, the bodies AK¡ and AK, (having their 
boundaries horneornorphic) are not horneornorphic. 

Io see this it suffices to notice that each AKi is horneornorphic to B \ K¡. It is then clear 
that any nonisolated point of K, has a basis of neighborhoods (in AK ¡) that can be chosen 
to be topologically different from any neighborhood of any point of K2. We can obviously 
rnake those starlike bodies to be real-analytic, so an improvernent in srnothness is not any 
help. 

In higher dirnensions, one can provide more regular examples. 

Example 16. Let S = S2 be the unit sphere in X = JR: 3 Consider e, = u, U U2 U U3 , 
where U, = {(x , y, z) E S 1 Izl < 1/8}, U2 = {(x, y , z) E S 1 Iz - 11 < 1/8}, and U3 = - U2, 
and e2 = u, U U2 U u;, where u; = {(x, y, z) E S 1 Iz - 1/21 < 1/8, y> O). Letting 
K; = S \ e; , i = 1,2, we see that the boundaries of the starlike bodies AKi (being 
horneornorphic to C¡) are horneornorphic. However, there is no horneornorphisrn of AK1 

onto AKZ " 

In JR:4, we have the following. 

Example 17. Let S = S3 be the unit sphere in X = JR:4 Let K be the (doubled) Fox-Artin 
are in S, that is, K is a topological arc whose cornplernent is a contractible 3-rnanifold 
which is not homeomorphic to JR:3, see [21, p. 68]. Then, for a starlike body A = AK , ceA 
is a cone over an arc, therefore, it is contractible. Moreover, AK is not horneornorphic to a 
half-space in JR:4 though both bodies have contractible boundaries. 
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In general, for every n ) 4, the sphere S = sn-l in X = R.n contains an open 
contractible (n - l)-manifold U that is not homeomorphic to lRn- 1 . In case n = 4, one 
can take U to be the so-called Whitehead manifold W in S3. Actually, in each dimension 
n ;? 3, there are uncountably many topologically distinct contractible n-manifolds; the 
construction is due to McMillan [19] for n = 3, Glaser [16] for n = 4, and Curtis and 
Kwun [11] for n ;? 5. Ihe complement S3 \ W is a continuuru that is not contractible. For 
n > 4, one can always pick U so that sn-1 \ U is a contractible (n - l)-manifold. Io see 
this, let M be a contractible (n - l)-manifold with non-simply connected boundary; the 
existence of Mis due to N.H.A Newman for n > 5 (see [17]), and due to B. Mazur and 
V PoenafU for n = 5. Gluing together two copies of M along their boundaries we obtain 
the double space N , which is a topological copy of sn-1 (cf [1, p. 2, items (4) and (9)]). 
Ihe complement of one copy of M in N is just the interior of the other copy, which yields a 
requested manifold U. Since U is not simply connected at infinity, U is not homeomorphic 
to lRn-1; moreover, the manifold U , being the interior of a contractible manifold, is itself 
contractible. 

Example 18. Write K = S \ U. Any starlike body AK in lRn, n > 4, has both CCAK and 
DAK contractible. However, AK is not horneornorphic to a half-space. 
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